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Abstract
We discuss duality inN = 1 SUSY gauge theories in Seiberg’s conformal window,
(3Nc=2) < Nf < 3Nc. It is shown that the standard ’t Hooft matching conditions
{ the basic tool for establishing the infrared duality { are to be supplemented by
new matching conditions specic for the conformal window. In particular, one must
match the anomalies in the traces of the stress tensors in external gravitational
elds which are dierent in the \electric" and \magnetic" theories. To ensure the
matching the magnetic theory has to be amended. Matching of other new triangles
requires expanding the \electric" theory. We also briefly discuss how incorporation
of the Yukawa coupling aects dynamics in the conformal point and comment on
the inequivalence of the \electric" and \magnetic" theories at short distances.
permanent addres
1 Introduction
Supersymmetric (SUSY) gauge theories are unique examples of non-trivial four-
dimensional theories where some dynamical aspects are exactly tractable. The rst
results of this type { calculation of the gluino condensate and the Gell-Mann-Low
function { were obtained in the early eighties [1, 2]. The interest to the miraculous
features of the supersymmetric theories was revived after the recent discovery [3] {
[6] of a rich spectrum of various dynamical scenarios that may be realized with a
special choice of the matter sector (for a review see Ref. [7]). The basic tools in
unraveling these scenarios are:
 instanton-generated superpotentials which may or may not lift degeneracies
along classically flat directions [8];
 the NSVZ  functions [1, 2] ;
 the property of holomorphy in certain parameters [9, 10];
 various general symmetry properties, i.e. the superconformal invariance at the
infrared xed points and its consequences [6].
A beautiful phenomenon revealed in this way is the existence of a generalized
\electric-magnetic" duality in N = 2 [11] and some versions of N = 1 theories
[6].
In this paper we discuss the infrared duality between dierent (\electric" and
\magnetic") N = 1 SUSY gauge models observed in Ref. [6]. There it was argued
that SU(Nc) and SU(Nf−Nc) gauge theories withNf flavors (and a specic Yukawa
interaction in the \magnetic" theory) flow to one and the same limit in the infrared
asymptotics. If 3Nc=2 < Nf < 3Nc both theories are conformal { this is the so
called conformal window. In other words, for these values of Nf the Gell-Mann-Low
functions of both theories vanish at critical values of the coupling constants. In
particular, the Gell-Mann-Low function corresponding to the gauge coupling has





3Nc −Nf (1− γf ())
1− (Nc=2)
; (1.1)
where the anomalous dimension γf () of the matter fermion is






and the critical value of the coupling constant  is dened as








The argument of Ref. [6] was largely based on the ’t Hooft matching of the
standard chiral anomalies. We demonstrate the existence of a new conserved current
specic to the conformal regime, which must be included in the set of the matching
conditions. Existence of this new current and new matching conditions lead to
important consequences for the spectrum of the dual theories. We show that the
spectrum of the \magnetic" theory suggested in Ref. [6] is not enough to close new
matching conditions, and should be amended. We also briefly discuss behavior of
the dual theories in the ultraviolet limit with the emphasis on the impact of the
Yukawa constant.
2 Anomaly Matching and Duality for N=1 SUSY
Theories: New Constraints
One of the most thought-provoking and fruitful conjectures in Seiberg’s approach
to studying gauge dynamics is the statement of duality of two dierent N = 1
SUSY gauge theories: the rst one (\electric") has SU(Nc) gauge group and Nf
massless flavors while its dual theory (\magnetic") has SU(Nf −Nc) gauge group,
the same number of massless flavors (but with dierent quantum numbers) plus
some colorless massless meson elds [6]. The electric and magnetic theories are
supposed to have one and the same infrared limit (although their behavior at short
distances is distinct; see below ). Moreover, as was argued in [6], a window exists,
3Nc=2 < Nf < 3Nc, where both theories have infrared xed points and are, thus,
conformally invariant at large distances. The electric theory is weakly coupled near
the right edge of the window where the magnetic one is strongly coupled, and vice
versa.
The main tool used in [6] for establishing the infrared equivalence is the ’t Hooft
matching condition [12]. As was rst noted in [13] the anomalous equations of
motion of the theory combined with the gauge invariance imply the existence of
the infrared singularities in the matrix elements of the axial current (and energy-
momentum tensor) which are xed unambiguously. Therefore, even if we do not
know how to calculate in the infrared regime the infrared limit of the theory should
be arranged in such a way as to match these singularities.
The standard consideration is applicable only to the so called external anomalies.
One considers the currents (corresponding to global symmetries) which are non-
anomalous in the theory per se, but acquire anomalies in weak external backgrounds.
For instance, in QCD with several flavors the singlet axial current is internally
anomalous { its divergence is proportional toG ~G where G is the gluon eld strength
tensor. The non-singlet currents are non-anomalous in QCD but become anomalous
if one includes the photon eld, external with respect to QCD. The anomaly in the
singlet current does not lead to the statement of the infrared singularities in the
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current while the anomaly in the non-singlet currents does.
Thus, for the ’t Hooft matching one usually considers only the set of external
anomalies. Below we will characterize this set in the general case. Then we will
show that in the conformal window 3Nc=2 < Nf < 3Nc, where both the electric
and magnetic theories are conformal in the infrared, one should include extra cur-
rents and extra matching conditions in the set. The energy-momentum tensor is
an example. Outside the conformal point it is internally anomalous. The trace
of the energy-momentum tensor, say, in the external gluon and gravitational elds
contains two terms { one is proportional to ()G2 and the second term is due
to curvature. If we suspect that two theories are dual the traces of the energy-
momentum tensors in these theories must be the same. For generic values of the
gauge couplings this equality of the traces does not lead us anywhere since we do
not know how ()G2 of the electric theory is related to ()G
2
 of the magnetic
theory. However, if the suspected duality takes place in the conformal limit where 
flows to  we can check the equality of the traces setting the gauge couplings equal
to their conformal values from the very beginning. Then () = 0, and, hence, the
gravitational terms in the respective anomalies must match. In this way we arrive
at new matching conditions specic for the conformal window.
2.1 Generic anomaly matching condition



















d4xd2 W 2 + h:c: (2.4)
where Qf and Qf are the matter chiral superelds in the Nc and Nc color represen-
tations, respectively. The subscript f is the flavor index running from 1 to Nf . The
theory has the following global symmetries free from internal anomalies:
SU(Nf )L  SU(Nf )R  U(1)B  U(1)R (2.5)
where the quantum numbers of the matter multiplets with respect to these symme-
tries are as follows
SU(Nf )L SU(Nf )R U(1)B U(1)R
Q Nf 0 1 (Nf −Nc)=Nf
Q 0 Nf -1 (Nf −Nc)=Nf
The SU(Nf )LSU(Nf)RU(1)B transformations act only on the matter elds,
in an obvious way, and do not aect the superspace coordinate . As for the extra
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global symmetry U(1)R it is dened in such a way that it acts nontrivially on the
supercoordinate  and, therefore, acts dierently on the spinor and the scalar or
vector components of a supereld. R symmetries were originally introduced in Ref.
[14]. The R current considered in Ref. [6] is a classically conserved current that
is free from the triangle anomaly at the quantum level. Below we will also discuss
another R current { sometimes the corresponding symmetry is called R0 { namely,
the axial current entering the same supermultiplet as the energy-momentum tensor
and the supercurrent. The R0 current is classically conserved if all matter elds
are massless; at the quantum level, generically, it acquires the internal anomaly
proportional to ()G ~G, see e.g. Ref. [9].
Seiberg’s R charge is dened through a combination of the current entering the
same supermultiplet as the energy-momentum tensor and a flavor-singlet current.
The combination is chosen in such a way as to ensure cancellation of the internal
anomaly. If the R symmetry changes  by the phase factor  ! exp(i) the
corresponding transformations of the superelds are
W ()! e−iW (ei) ;
Q()! ei(Nc−Nf )=NfQ(ei) ;
Q()! ei(Nc−Nf )=Nf Q(ei) : (2.6)
In the component form the R transformations are
! e−i;  (  )! eiNc=Nf (  ); ()! ei(Nc−Nf )=Nf() (2.7)
where () and  (  ) are the scalar and fermion components of chiral superelds Q
and Q.
The conserved R current is dened as














 fy_a  
f
a (2.8)
where a and _a are the standard spinor indices.
It was suggested [6] that for 3Nc=2 < Nf < 3Nc there is another (magnetic)
theory with the same number of flavors Nf but dierent color group, SU(Nf −Nc),
in which one has an additional meson supermultiplet M . (Below, to distinguish the
quark and gluon elds of the magnetic theory from those of the electric one the
former will be marked by tilde.)
The quantum numbers of the new chiral quark superelds and the meson super-
eld M with respect to the global symmetry SU(Nf )  SU(Nf )  U(1)B  U(1)R
are as follows:
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SU(Nf )L SU(Nf )R U(1)B U(1)R
q Nf 0 Nc=(Nf −Nc) Nc=Nf
q 0 Nf −Nc=(Nf −Nc) Nc=Nf
M Nf Nf 0 2(Nf −Nc)=Nf
where the quantum numbers for meson eld M are dened from the superpotential
W = M ijqiq
j ; (2.9)
and the conserved R current must be dened as
























where ~ and ~ are dual gluino and quarks and  are the fermions from the meson
supermultiplet M .
Let us also note that if the number of the dual colors Nf −Nc is the same as Nc,
i.e. Nf = 2Nc, then the R charge of M is zero. At this point, Nf = 2Nc, the electric
and magnetic theories look supercially self-dual, at least from the viewpoint of the
matching conditions considered in [6]. As we will see shortly, the actual situation is
more complicated. The presence of the massless meson eld in the magnetic theory
aects the anomalies in the trace of the stress tensor and the R0 current, to be
discussed below. If these anomalies are included the point Nf = 2Nc does not look
self-dual.
The electric and magnetic theories described above are equivalent in their respec-
tive infrared (IR) conformal xed points { with the choice of the quantum numbers
above the highly non-trivial ’t Hooft anomaly matching conditions for the currents
corresponding to SU(Nf ) SU(Nf ) U(1)B  U(1)R are satised. If the SU(Nc)
theory is weakly coupled at the conformal point  the dual SU(Nf−Nc) theory will
be strongly coupled, and it is only the anomaly relations which can be compared,
because they can be reliably calculated in both theories. The presence of fermions
from the meson multipletM is absolutely crucial for this matching. Specically, one























c − 1 (2.11)
where d(3) and d(2) were introduced in [6] and related to the traces of three and two
SU(Nf ) generators.
For example, in the U(1)3R anomaly in the electric theory the gluino contribution
is proportional to N2c − 1 and that of quarks to −(Nc=Nf )







f as in (2.11). In the dual theory one gets from gluino and
quarks ~q; ~q another contribution, (Nf−Nc)2−1−2(Nf−Nc)4=N2f . Then the fermions
 from the meson multiplet M (see Eq. (2.10)) adds extra [(Nf − 2Nc)=Nf ]3N2f ,
which is precisely the dierence.
The last line in Eq. (2.11) corresponds to the anomaly of the R current in the
background gravitational eld,
@a _aJRa _a  R
R : (2.12)
In the electric SU(Nc) theory the corresponding coecient is
N2c − 1− 2(Nc=Nf )NcNf = −N
2
c − 1
while in the magnetic theory it is −(Nf − Nc)2 − 1 from quarks and gluinos and
[(Nf − 2Nc)=Nf ]N2f from the M fermions, i.e. in the sum again −N
2
c − 1.
As was discussed above, in accordance with the standard logic, the set of the
matching conditions above includes only those currents that do not have internal
anomalies. The number of the matching conditions is rather large and the fact they
are satised with the given eld content is highly non-trivial. Let us examine now
additional matching conditions emerging in the conformal regime.
2.2 Matching anomalies in the traces of the stress tensors
The anomaly in the trace of the energy-momentum tensor in the external gravita-
tional eld has the form (see, for example, [15])













+ c2R + dR2

(2.13)
where Cγ is the conformal Weyl tensor.
The coecients a; b; c; d are known for all physical massless elds [16]. For spins
0 (real scalar eld with the conformal coupling to gravity), 1=2 (Weyl fermion) and
1 one has
6
Spin a b c d








1 13 28 −18 0
Calculating, for example, the coecient a in the electric SU(Nc) theory, we get
45
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(N2c − 1)− 15NcNf (2.15)
where the −(15=4)N2f is the contribution of the meson eld M . It is clear that there
is no matching { the disbalance is −(15=2)NfNc. In this way we conclude that to
ensure duality in the infrared limit (i.e. in the conformal points) extra massless
degrees of freedom must be introduced.
It is clear that we cannot resolve the problem by scalar multiplets only, because
their contribution to a is negative, so one must have vector multiplets too. Let us
note that 15=2 = 45=4 − 15=4, i.e. one can solve this problem by saying that there
are additional vector and scalar multiplets V and S, flavor and color singlets, with
NfNc components in each. This would immediately give us an extra contribution
(15=2)NfNc in the magnetic theory, to achieve balance between Eqs. (2.14) and
(2.15).
As was pointed out above, the point Nf = 2Nc is not singled out, and it should
not, because the M fermions, being decoupled from the R current at this point, are
not decoupled from the energy-momentum tensor.
The previously achieved matching, Eqs. (2.11), is not spoiled provided that the
fermions from the superelds V and S have opposite R charges. Indeed, the only




All these correlators are odd with respect to the R charge, and the contributions of
the S and V multiplets will cancel each other.
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Thus we see that the massless particle content of the magnetic theory suggested
in [6] is insucient. Although we could have continued with the trace of the stress
tensor it is more convenient to carry out further discussion of the matching conditions
for the R0 current that enters the same multiplet as the energy-momentum tensor.
The internal anomaly in the divergence of this current vanishes in the same conformal
point .
2.3 New matching condition for the divergence of the axial
current
The current we have in mind is the member of the anomaly multiplet (together with
the stress tensor and the supercurrent); it has the following universal form:














 fy_a  
f
a : (2.16)
This current corresponds to the transformation of the superelds










In components this means
! e3i;  (  )! e−i (  ); ()! e2i() ; (2.18)
this symmetry exists even in the presence of the Yukawa couplings of the form
QiQjQk which would, of course, destroy the R symmetry discussed above unless
Nf = 3Nc, in which case these two coincide.




where the coecient on the right-hand side is proportional to the rst coecient in
the  function (1.1). There is an additional term on the right-hand side, however,

























so that the full divergence of the R0 current in the background gluon eld takes the
form
@a _aJa _a = () TrG ~G ; (2.21)
and this current becomes conserved in the conformal point . In the conformal
point () = 0 and a new global symmetry appears.
Now one must check the new anomaly matching conditions including this current
in all possible external anomalies. The simplest is, of course, the analog of the U(1)R,
i.e. the anomaly in the external gravitational eld. As a matter of fact, here the
consideration of the R0 current (2.16) gives nothing new compared to the case of
the trace of the stress tensor. For the sake of completeness we do this exercise
proceeding then to new triangles of the type U(1)3R0 and so on.
The gravitational R0 anomaly can be easily calculated in the same manner as in
the U(1)R case,








where N2c − 1 and 2NfNc are the number of gluinos and quarks, respectively.
For the dual theory, with the gauge group SU(Nc − Nf), one must take into
account the meson multiplet M as well. To nd the corresponding charge of the 
fermions one must require invariance of the superpotential W = f M ijqiq
j (here f is
a constant) under the symmetry (2.17). This requirement unambiguously leads to
W ()! e3iW (e−3i)









which implies, in turn, in the component form
~! e3i~;

~ ; ~ ; 










and the  fermions must have the same charge as quarks q; q.
Thus, the fermion contribution to the R0 current is





















The coecient 1=3 in front of the matter term is universal which is not surprising
taking into account the geometric nature of the R0 current.
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The resulting anomaly in the magnetic theory is
h@a _aJR0a _a i 

((Nf −Nc)






















There is no matching, and the disbalance is −(2=3)NfNc. After taking into account
the dierence in the normalizations we conclude that this is exactly the same dis-
balance that was found in Sect. 2.2. And the cure is also the same. Again we may
insist on the existence of additional degrees of freedom { NfNc scalar and vector
supermultiplets S and V restore the balance provided their contribution to the JR0
current is V V −(1=3)SS (as it should be). We get extra (1−1=3)NfNc = (2=3)NfNc
in the magnetic theory which ensures the balance.
This is not the end of the story, however. Adding S and V superelds, as above,
will not solve all our problems. Indeed, even assuming that all new elds to be







and match them. Turning to the rst one we immediately see that there is no
matching again. This means that besides the new massless elds we have already
introduced it is necessary to add further multiplets, for example, n vector multiplets
and 3n scalar ones, (all flavor and color singlets). This content will not change




that the number n = Nf (Nf − Nc) and, what is more important, the new elds
S + S + S + V must be added to the electric rather than to the magnetic theory.
Otherwise, the sign of the extra contribution does not come out correct, and the
matching does not take place. Two remaining triangles can also be matched provided
we choose the R charges of the newly added elds in a specic way. Notice that
the R0 charges are xed and can not be chosen at will. We do not know how many
solutions of this type exist. Of course, dynamics of these theories are unclear.
3 Short Distance Behavior in the Electric and
Magnetic Theories
In this section we comment on an issue debated in the literature. The question is
what is the precise meaning of the duality between the electric and magnetic theories.
According to Ref. [6] it should be understood as equivalence of the infrared limits of
both theories { i.e. large distance scaling of all correlation functions with the same
anomalous dimensions for equivalent operators. Sometimes a stronger conjecture is
made { the full equivalence of the electric and magnetic theories, at all distances.
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Here we will consider corresponding correlation functions at short distances in the
electric and magnetic theories and demonstrate that they are dierent, so that full
equivalence can not take place.
First of all, we must choose operators that correspond to each other in the
electric and magnetic theories. No general relation between respective operators is
known. The correspondence between operators in both theories may be complicated,
even nonlocal. We can consider, however, Noether currents which in both theories
correspond to one and the same symmetry. The simplest choice is the baryon number
current.
Due to asymptotic freedom we can compare the corresponding correlation func-
tions at short distances. The leading asymptotics is that of the corresponding free
theories, and the disbalance is obvious. The only subtle point which deserves discus-
sion is the presence of the additional Yuakawa interaction in the magnetic theory.
The standard argument is as follows. The Yukawa coupling is not asymptoticaly
free; therefore, at short distances it explodes, and this explosion precludes one from
calculating the short-distance behavior in the magnetic theory.
In the next section we will explicitly demonstrate that the Yukawa coupling is
asymptotically free in the conformal window, due to the contribution to the coupling
renormalization coming from the exchange of the gauge elds, at least in some
domain of the parameter space. Moreover, the magnetic theory has a nontrivial
infrared xed point for both couplings { the gauge and the Yukawa. (Otherwise, the
corresponding theory would not be conformal at all, no scaling would be achieved
at large distances, and no conformal window would exist.)
Thus we will compare two asymptotically free theories at short distances. In the
asymptotic regime when all couplings become arbitrarily small a straightforward









+ :::; x! 0 (3.27)
where the coecient C depends on the theory. In the electric theory the baryon
charge is 1 for Q and −1 for Q, so the constant C can be easily shown to be
CE = NfNc :
In the magnetic theory the quark baryon charge is Nc=(Nf −Nc) and the constant










Only for Nf = 2Nc these constants are the same (which is evident because in this
case the quark charges in the electric theory are the same as in the magnetic one).
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However, even at Nf = 2Nc, when the baryon two-point functions match, it is not
dicult to show that the short distance behavior of some other two-point functions
(e.g. induced by the SU(Nf ) currents) does not match.
One can see that this is the general case { the short distance behavior of corre-
lation functions is dierent in both theories. Let us note that since we are dealing
with the conserved currents they are not renormalized at all scales, and we know
the normalization factors - if one tries to change them to make CE and CM equal it
will lead to an immediate disaster with the anomaly matching conditions.
4 Conformal xed points and the Yukawa cou-
plings
Let us discuss now the impact of the inclusion of the Yukawa interaction W =
fM ijqiq
j in the action of the dual theory. For the time being let us forget about the
additional flavor and color singlet elds needed for matching, as was discussed in
Sect. 2. Instead, we consider Seiberg’s magnetic theory on its own. For simplicity
of notations we will write that the gauge group is some SU(Nc) and will omit tilde
in all elds. The problem which we are interested in is the aspects of the behavior
near the infrared xed point.



















d4xd2 W 2 + f0
Z
d4xd2 M ijqiq
j + h:c: (4.28)
where Zq and ZM are the quark and M eld Z factors and f is the Yukawa coupling.
the Yukawa interaction is the F term and due to the famous nonrenormalization




ZM ()) : (4.29)
The renormalization group equation for f() then has the form
df2
d ln
= f2 [γM(; f) + 2γq(; f)] (4.30)
where the quark and meson anomalous dimensions are dened in the standard
way
γq(; f) = −d lnZq=d ln; γM (; f) = −d lnZM=d ln : (4.31)
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If we believe in the conformal window we must insist that there is an IR xed
point for both couplings { gauge and Yukawa. Then one of the conditions of the IR
xed point (; f) will be
γM (; f) + 2γq(; f) = 0 (4.32)
(Let us parenthetically note that one can obtain the condition for the zero of 
function (4.32) by studying the multiplet of anomalies. This was done in a recent
paper by Leigh and Strassler [21] who discussed marginal operators in dierent
N = 1 and N = 2 theories.)
One can make very general statements about the asymptotic behavior of the Z
factors in the infrared region. The rst one is that Zq ! 0 when approaching the
conformal point. To see this is indeed the case let us start from a particular example,
























For deniteness, the bare Z-factor Z(0) can be set equal to unity. It is obvious
that near xed point , where the  function is zero, only the singular behavior
of 1=() is important, and the leading contribution comes from the upper limit of
integration ! . Therefore, one can substitute γf ( ) by a constant, γf (). The
 function behavior near the IR xed point is ( ) = − 0()(−  ), where  0()








= ( − )
−γq()=0() : (4.34)
Since γq() < 0 one immediately concludes that at
! ; Zq()! Zq() = 0 (4.35)
In the general case, f 6= 0, the same result, Zq ! 0 in the IR xed point,














which follows from the NSVZ  function (1.1). The dependence on the Yukawa
coupling f enters only through Zq(; f). Now if we reach the IR xed point (; f)
at innitely large spatial scale, i.e. at zero , to keep I invariant we must have
Zq(; f) = 0 (4.37)
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(and this is the only possibility, because  is nite). The condition (4.32) implies
then that ZM (; f)!1 provided that f is nite.
The conformal point for both coupling constant is dened now as the point of
the intersection of curve (4.32) with the curve
Nfγq(; f) + (3Nc −Nf ) = 0 : (4.38)
In the general case we do not know how to nd this intersection point which is
crucial for the existence of the conformal window. The consideration given in the
beginning of this section assumes that the intersection does exist. We can prove
that it exists in the weak coupling regime. In this case it is not dicult to obtain
the whole phase portrait of the RG flow for two couplings { () and f2() (when
both of them are small). To this end the one-loop results for γq(; f) and γM (; f)
can be used. It is clear that the one-loop contribution to γM (; f) does not depend
on , because M is a singlet with respect to SU(Nc). It is very easy to calculate
this anomalous dimension; the result is





It is also clear that the same formula (with the substitution Nc ! Nf ) will de-
scribe the Yukawa coupling contribution to the anomalous dimension of the quark
supereld. Combining with (1.2) we get









2; ) : (4.40)
Two dierent signs appearing in Eq. (4.40) are perfectly transparent. The
Yukawa contributions to anomalous dimensions must be positive. In pure Yukawa
theory one can not get asymptotic freedom and the  function must be positive,
which means positivity for any anomalous dimensions at zero . On the other hand,
the gauge coupling contribution must be negative. Indeed, the same Z factor renor-
malization is responsible for the running of mass, which is always asymptotically
free in gauge theories.
































The corresponding phase portrait is given on Fig.1. It is easy to see that for 0 <

















(Nc + 2Nf ) : (4.42)
Notice that the old xed point (i.e. the one in the theory with the zero Yukawa
coupling) becomes unstable.
When 3Nc −Nf becomes larger we must go beyond the one-loop approximation
for γ’s to nd the IR xed point which is dened as the intersection point for two
curves (4.32) and (4.38). Although the existence of the IR xed point is proven
only near the right edge of the window it is natural to expect that qualitatively the
same picture holds in the whole window, up to Nf = (3=2)Nc. Logically one cannot
exclude, however, that at large 3Nc−Nf these two curves do not intersect each other
at all { the RG flow in this case will lead us towards the strong coupling region where
in any case we must take into account the eects of the pole at p = 2=Nc in the
gauge coupling  function.
Note that there exists a domain in the f ; f2g plane where the theory is asymp-
totically free with respect to both constants  and f2. In this domain the argument
of Sect. 3 is applicable literally. Outside this domain generically we nd ourselves
in the situation with the Landau pole for f2, so that f2 becomes large in the limit of
vanishing distances. Even in this regime, however, there exists a domain of interme-
diate distances where f2 is small (see Fig. 1), so that the inequivalence demonstrated
in Sect. 3 will take place in this intermediate domain for sure.
Summarizing, we have demonstrated that Seiberg’s IR xed point in the theory
without the Yukawa coupling is unstable; the theory evolves towards a new stable
IR xed point (given by (4.42) in the weak coupling domain). All quark Zq factors
go to zero near this xed point. At the same time the meson ZM factor diverges
near this xed point as 1=Z2q .
Let us also mention in the possibility of adding the bare mass terms like m0qq in
the theory with the conformal point. Because Zq ! 0 even the innitesimally small
m0 will lead to a large renormalized mass m = m0=Zq , and the RG flow, instead of
approaching the IR conformal point, will be diverted to the strong coupling region.
It is very important to take into account the eect of the vanishing Z factors when
considering the mass deformations, for example, in the case of a small explicit SUSY
breaking. At the same time the bare mass term for the meson eld M will go to








the renormalized values for m and  are
m() = m0=
q
ZM (); () = 0=Z
3=2
M () : (4.44)
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They tend to zero at the xed point, and at the same time the vacuum expectation
value of the renormalized scalar eld MR = M=Z
1=2




as well as the quark mass due to the Yukawa coupling f0 M qq which will diverge
as m  (m0=1=2)(f0=Zq()), i.e. in the same way as in the case of the bare quark
mass.
5 Conclusions
The infrared duality between two dierent N = 1 theories advocated in Ref. [6]
seems to be a very promising direction in the studies of the nonperturbative gauge
eld dynamics. We have shown that in the conformal window the standard ’t Hooft
matching conditions must be supplemented by new ones which include, in particular,
the trace of the stress tensor. Thus, a very limited set of infrared tools we have at
our disposal is expanded in this case. In practical terms our observation means that
new massless elds are to be added to both electric and magnetic theories if we want
to keep them dual in the infrared. The question of how many solutions to the full
set of the matching conditions exist remains unanswered and deserves, as well as
many other related questions, further investigations. Even if the infrared duality is
achieved in the infrared limit, no way the electric and magnetic theories can coincide
identically.
We established some simple facts about Z factors relevant to the conformal
window and the infrared attractive xed points. A very general argument about
nullication of the quark Z factors was presented and possible consequences dis-
cussed in brief. Since the old IR xed point turns out to be unstable it is important
to include the Yukawa couplings from the very beginning. In the weak coupling
regime the whole phase portrait in the two- coupling plane is established.
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